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Malicious Code Trend

Malicious Code Statistics

The number of
malicious codes
reported in November
increased to 9,970,000,
“a 23% increase from
the previous month
Statistics collected by the ASEC
show that 9,976,829 malicious
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[Figure 1-1] Monthly Malicious Code Reports

codes were reported in November
2012. The number of reports
increased by 1,917,307 from the
8,059,522 reported in the previous

Ranking

↑↓

Malicious Code

Reports

1
2

Percentage

—

ASD.PREVENTION

917,909

23.6 %

▲3

Malware/Win32.suspicious

696,914

18.1 %

month. (See [Figure 1-1]). The most

3

—

Textimage/Autorun

262,030

6.8 %

frequently reported malicious code

4

2

Trojan/Win32.Gen

202,545

5.3 %

was ASD.PREVENTION, followed

5

▲8

Adware/Win32.winagir

175,261

4.6 %

6

▲1

Trojan/Win32.adh

147,678

3.8 %

7

NEW

JS/Iframe

145,948

3.8 %

8

NEW

Downloader/Win32.agent

145,665

3.8 %

malicious codes were newly added

9

NEW

Win-Trojan/Agent.204838

125,163

3.3 %

among the “Top 20” list. (See [Table

10

NEW

Win-Trojan/Avkiller.204855

107,338

2.8 %

11

1

Malware/Win32.generic

100,359

2.6 %

12

NEW

Trojan/Win32.onlinegames

99,734

2.6 %

13

NEW

Adware/Win32.korad

99,664

2.6 %

14

▲5

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack128.Gen

99,087

2.6 %

15

—

JS/Agent

91,587

2.4 %

16

—

RIPPER

91,031

2.4 %

by Malware/Win32.suspicious and
Textimage/Autorun. A total of 8

1-1])

17

NEW

Win-Trojan/Agent.203814

90,490

2.4 %

18

NEW

Win-Trojan/Downloader.262144.MM

88,615

2.3 %

19

2

Als/Bursted

83,114

2.2 %

20

6

Trojan/Win32.agent
TOTAL

[Table 1-1] The Top 20 Malicious Code Reports for November 2012

76,453

2.0 %

3,846,585

100.0 %
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Top 20 Distributed
Malicious Codes
[Table 1-2] below shows the

Ranking

↑↓

Malicious Code

1

—

Trojan/Win32

2

—

4

MALICIOUS CODE TREND

Reports

Percentage

1,187,891

17.1 %

ASD

917,909

13.1 %

3

▲2

Malware/Win32

835,183

11.9 %

percentage breakdown of the

4

1

Win-Trojan/Agent

739,076

10.6 %

Top 20 malicious code variants

5

▲1

Adware/Win32

407,132

5.8 %

re p o r te d t h i s m o n t h . Fo r

6

2

Win-Trojan/Downloader

386,611

5.5 %

7

▲1

Downloader/Win32

345,248

4.9 %

8

▲2

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack

275,804

3.9 %

Win-Trojan/Avkiller

263,904

3.8 %

November 2012, Trojan/Win32
was the most frequently reported

9

—

malicious code (1,187,891) among

10

3

Textimage/Autorun

262,063

3.7 %

the Top 20 malicious code variants.

11

▲5

Win-Adware/Korad

243,610

3.5 %

12

▲1

Win-Trojan/Korad

204,076

2.9 %

13

NEW

JS/Iframe

145,948

2.1 %

14

2

Win32/Conficker

143,236

2.0 %

15

NEW

Win-Trojan/Urelas

139,293

2.0 %

16

2

Win32/Virut

116,481

1.7 %

Win32/Kido

It was followed by ASD Prevention
(917,909 reports) and Malware/
Win32 (835,183 reports).

17

—

18

NEW

19

4

20

2

106,805

1.5 %

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack128

99,087

1.4 %

JS/Agent

92,244

1.3 %

RIPPER
TOTAL

91,031

1.3 %

7,002,632

100.0 %

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Distributed Malicious Codes

Online game hack
malware - The most
frequently reported
new malicious code in
April

Ranking

↑↓

Malicious Code

Reports

Percentage

1

Win-Trojan/Agent.204838

125,163

15.3 %

2

Win-Trojan/Avkiller.204855

107,338

13.4 %

3

Win-Trojan/Agent.203814

90,490

11.3 %

4

Win-Trojan/Downloader.262144.MM

88,615

11.1 %

5

Win-Trojan/Avkiller.83912320

71,464

8.9 %

6

Win-Trojan/Delf.1633792

34,284

4.3 %

7

Win-Adware/WinAgir.73728.D

27,371

3.4 %

8

Win-Adware/WinAgir.98304.B

27,087

3.4 %

9

Win-Adware/KorAd.708608

24,541

3.1 %

month. Win-Trojan/Agent.204838

10

Win-Trojan/Agent.43520.QY

23,437

2.9 %

was the most frequently reported

11

Win-Trojan/Korad.103936

20,133

2.5 %

12

Win-Trojan/Korad.473088

19,966

2.5 %

13

Win-Trojan/Downloader.25600.JJ

19,790

2.5 %

[Table 1-3] shows the percentage
breakdown of the Top 20 new
malicious codes reported in this

new malicious code in November,
representing 15.3% (125,163

14

Win-Trojan/Startpage.141024

19,740

2.5 %

re p o r t s ) o f t h e To p 2 0 n e w

15

Win-Trojan/Korad.101376

19,702

2.5 %

malicious codes, followed by Win-

16

Win-Adware/KorAd.103424.D

17,232

2.2 %

Trojan/Avkiller.204855 (107,338

17

Win-Trojan/Korad.103424

16,657

2.1 %

18

Win-Adware/KorAd.104448.B

16,436

2.1 %

19

Win-Trojan/Agent.168000

16,105

2.0 %

20

Win-Trojan/Scar.502272.E

reports).

TOTAL
[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports

15,930

2.0 %

777,830

100.0 %
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“Trojan Horse” Ranked
as the Most Reported
Malicious Code in
November
[Figure 1-2] categorizes the top
malicious codes reported by
AhnLab customers in November
2012. Trojan is the most reported
malicious code, representing
42.8% of the top reported malicious
codes, followed by Script (9.2%)
and Worm (6.4%).

[Figure 1-2] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown

Comparison of
Malicious Codes with
Previous Month
[Figure 1-3] below shows the
m a l i c i o u s c o d e b re a kd o w n
compared to the previous month.
Compared to the last month, the
number of scripts, downloaders,
and spyware increased, while the
number of Trojan horse, worm,
viruses, and droppers decreased.
The number of Appcare is similar
to that of the previous month.

[Figure 1-3] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown for October 2012 vs. November 2012

5
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Breakdown of New
Malicious Code Types
Trojan was the most frequently
reported new malicious code
type in November, representing
80% of the top reported new
malicious code types, followed by
Adware (13%) and Downloader
(2%).

[Figure 1-4] Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types
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Malicious Code Trend

Malicious Code Issues

Malware Stealing JPEG Image Files

files that are snatched from compromised user PCs. (See [Figure
1-7])

Users must take extra caution as there have been reports about
malware that steal image files with JPG, JPEG, or other similar file
extensions and transfer them to specific FTP servers.
You can verify the connected FTP server addresses, accounts,
string information, and cmd commands that steal image files from
the compromised system. (See [Figure 1-5].)
When the cmd commands are executed, they copy image files
(extensions with JPG, JPEG, DMP, and others) from the C, D, and E
drives to the C drive to send those files to designated FTP servers.
[Figure 1-7] FTP server retaining stolen image files

	
  

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

FTP Connection Information

Win-Trojan/Pixsteal.237630 (2012.11.06.00)
Information to steal

[Figure 1-5] Malicious code string information

Gongda Pack Script Malware

Upon the execution of malicious codes, all JPG image files in the

ASEC discovered several obfuscated malicious scripts named

system are copied to the C drive and then the copied image files

Gongda Pack, which is assumed to be created in China.

are transferred to specific FTP servers by a packet mode network.

When you visit the fake malicious site, the log-in page with the

(See [Figure 1-6].)

inserted malicious script is loaded to execute “http://******.co.kr/
com.js script”. (See [Figure 1-8].)

FTP Connection/
Authentication Process

Image file transfer

[Figure 1-6] File Transferring Packet Information

	
  

If you connect to the malware site with verified FTP server
addresses and account information, then you can see the image

[Figure 1-8] Network packet information
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The “http://******.co.kr/com.js” file plays a role in loading the
GongDa Pack Exploit Toolkit script (http://aa.wang****.com/
beilei/index.htm) that exploits system vulnerabilities to distribute
malicious codes.

[Figure 1-12] Web page loading information

The distributed qaz2.exe file is executed as an a.exe file in
compromised systems to create additional malicious codes as
shown in [Figure 1-13].

[Figure 1-13] Created file information
[Figure 1-9] com.js script connecting to GongDa Pack Exploit Toolkit

You can see the “JSXX 0.44” string in the obfuscated GongDa Pack

The created files are online game hacking malicious codes that
interrupt the execution of antivirus programs like V3 or ALYac.

script which exploits a Java vulnerability to distribute malicious
codes (qaz2.exe) as shown in [Figure 1-11].

[Figure 1-10] GongDa Pack Script

[Figure 1-14] Malicious code string information

The order of web page loading is shown in [Figure 1-12].
De-obfuscation

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.
JS/Agent (2012.11.04.00)
Dropper/Agent.50176.AI (2012.11.04.00)
Win-Trojan/Rootkit.17920.B (2012.11.06.00)

Malicious code 1 – Traffic Explosion
Users need to pay extra caution as there have been reports about
the malicious codes causing excessive increase of network traffic.
The infected PCs slow down drastically, and internet service
is interrupted as network traffic explodes. The network traffic
explosion can paralyze office network systems by using the LAN
protocol.
The malware copies itself as a wi{Random strings}.exe file in the
system32 folder. (See [Figure 1-15].)

[Figure 1-11] De-obfuscated index.htm contents

[Figure 1-15] Malware copied in the system32 folder
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As shown in [Figure 1-16], it registers itself with the file execution

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

name in the system service. The “cmd.exe /c del {its file name}”

Win-Trojan/Agent.14336.ZC (2012.11.23.02)

9

command is then executed to delete the initially infected file.

Malicious Code 2 – Network Traffic explosion
There have been reports about malicious codes that lead to
internet disruption due to excessive increase of network traffic.
[Figure 1-16] Malicious codes registered in the system service

Registered malicious files connect to the following URL to execute
commands from attackers.
- “http://20***.jiuz*****n.c**:2**3”
To authenticate compromised PCs, CPU, OS, memory, language,
and other information are transferred to the above URL and

	
  

The issue analysis shows that excessive sessions cause internet
disruption in the compromised PCs.
Let's examine the malicious codes in more detail.
- At the time of ASEC analysis, malicious sites were not yet
confirmed, and the files created at execution of malicious codes
are listed below.

various flooding attacks are executed according to the attacker's
commands. (See [Figure 1-17].) The flooding attacks are executed
based on the individual thread, which can be decided based on the
On/Off settings of three BYTE types.

[Figure 1-19] File Monitor Information
One of DIYTCPFlooding and DIYUDPFlooding attacks

- As you can see in the registry information of [Figure 1-20], the
malware registers its program in the system service and firewall

[Figure 1-17] Flooding attack method decided by three BYTE settings

exception settings.

As shown in [Figure 1-18], ASEC can verify the fact that several
ports are opened to send packets.

[Figure 1-20] Registry Monitor Information

[Figure 1-18] Flooding attacks through several ports

It is verified that the malicious codes are distributed via the
following IP in November 2012.
- “http://19*.***.***.37”

- Network information and packet information are shown in
[Figure 1-21].
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Worm variant similar to Stuxnet found in Iran
Recently, there have been reports about malware specifically
targeting Iran users. It is a worm variant similar to Stuxnet or
flame which targets government infrastructure or facilities.
Users that watched the Korean drama “Phantom” may recall the
episode in which the hacker inserted fatal malicious codes in the
internal employee's USB and destroyed government facilities,
resulting in social chaos. The malicious code used in this drama
was “Stuxnet”.
[Figure 1-21] Network Monitor Information

- As the network information and packet information are listed
in [Figure 1-22], the malicious codes send SYN packets to the
suspicious IP address (1xx.2xx.xx.146).

The newly discovered malicious codes are also similar to
“Stuxnet” because it targets Iran's nuclear facilities. Most
malicious codes are mainly distributed to target Iran's facilities,
but some of them are distributed to the U.K., continental U.S.,
and Alaska.

[Figure 1-22] Packet screen capture

- At the time of URL connection test, it is verified that the URL
redirects users to the gambling site in [Figure 1-23].

[Figure 1-24] Breakdown of worm threats (Source: Symantec)

When this malware is spread via removable disks or network, it
copies itself in the compromised equipment and registers itself
in the system registry to automatically run at system restart.
- HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Run LssaShellEx "C:\WINDOWS\system32\
lssas.exe -reg"
The newly discovered malware is fatally harmful because it can
be spread to any database (OLEDB) to which the compromised
object is connected; this leads to Microsoft SQL database slow
down. The worm can paralyze the designated database by
changing the saved contents into meaningless values or erasing

[Figure 1-23] Connected site information

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

specific lists.
The main symptoms are as follows.

Win-Trojan/Jorik.557568 (2012.11.29.00)
Win-Trojan/Nbdd.1375232 (2012.11.29.00)

1. The worm searches names like “alim”, “marilan”, or “shahd” in
the database, and then searches again for the following terms.

ASEC REPORT 35

- Hesabjari ("current account" in Arabic/Persian), Holiday,
Holiday_1, Holiday_2
- Asnad (¡°financial bond¡± in Arabic), A_sellers, A_TranSanj
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The companies using SQL database should exercise special
caution as they are at great risk of financial loss or service
disruption to recover the compromised database.

- R_DetailFactoreForosh ("forosh" means "sale" in Persian)
- Person, pasandaz ("savings" in Persian)

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

- BankCheck

Trojan/Win32.Scar (2012.11.17.00)

- End_Hesab ("hesab" means "account" in Persian)
- Kalabuy, Kalasales
- REFcheck
- Buyername
- Vamghest (¡°instalment loans¡± in Persian)
2. When the searched terms exist in the database, they are
replaced with the following random values. The following strings
are parts of the database contents modified by the malicious

Malware disguised as a notification file sent from
specific organization agency
ASEC has repeatedly reported about malicious codes exploiting
Hangul vulnerabilities. Recently, an additional Hangul malicious
code is distributed via a “New product development project from
XXX agency” document (HWP).

codes.

When the Hangul file is executed, the malicious code is created

- Asnad.SanadNo ("sanad" means "document" in Persian)

as shown in [Figure 1-27].

- Asnad.LastNo, Asnad.FirstNo, A_TranSanj.Tranid
- Pasandaz.Code (¡°pasandaz¡± means ¡°savings¡± in Persian)
- n_dar_par.price
- bankcheck.state, buyername.Buyername
- End_Hesab.Az
- Kalabuy.Serial, Kalasales.Serial
- sath.lengths
3. In addition, the worm deletes tables containing following names.
- A_Sellers
- Person
- Kalamast

[Figure 1-27] Created malicious file

The “Adobe.ARM.exe” file is disguised as a normal Adobe file and
registers itself under the Startup programs to automatically run
at system restart.
It is assumed that the malicious code attempts to connect to the
specific C&C server (Han****.Kwik.To/index.html/CONNImKing)
to collect user PC information, working as a backdoor and
conducting other malicious actions.

[Figure 1-25] Malicious codes executing malicious actions

Until now, it is verified that the worm cannot steal information
from the compromised systems. Its main purpose is damaging
data in databases.
The main targets are also companies related to order, accounting,
and consumer management systems instead of general users.

[Figure 1-28] Malicious code attempting to connect to C&C server

Users need to update their main applications regularly to safely
protect their system from security threats.
V3 detects this malware in the following forms.
HWP/Exploit (AhnLab, 2012.11.20.01)
Win-Trojan/Agent.19183.B (V3, 2012.11.22.00)

[Figure 1-26] Infected user types (Source: Symantec)
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Dropper/Agent.28088 (V3, 2012.11.22.00)
documents, but it really is an executable file with an exe extension.

Malware disguised as a document related to
Diaoyu islands dispute.

When the executable file is executed, an Excel file is executed. After
execution, the original file is deleted and a new Excel file is created
to reduce user suspicion about malware infection.

ASEC has found malicious code distribution via a Hangul (HWP)
document containing information about the Diaoyu Island

The following file is created to conduct malicious actions.

(Senkaku) dispute between China and Japan.

- C:\Program Files\Common Files\explorer.exe

Opening the Hangul document creates files in the following

The malicious file continuously attempts to connect to the specific

paths.

IP addresses listed below.

- %temp%\~DF2E56.tmp
- %temp%\~e.dll
- %temp%\~tmp.exe
- %windir%\drvsecu.exe
The created drvsecu.exe file registers itself in the system services
to automatically run at system restart.
- HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\DrvSecury\ImagePath
"C:\WINDOWS\drvsecu.exe"

[Figure 1-29] Network connection information

When the system is infected, the malicious code collects system
information and sends it to a specific e-mail (fwf*****@hotmail.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

com).

Trojan/Win32.Npkon (AhnLab, 2012.12.01.00)

	
  

Backdoor/Win32.Agent (AhnLab, 2012.12.01.00)
Users need to exercise caution as cyber criminals and hacker
continuously take advantage of social and international events
to distribute malware. It is advised to regularly update main
applications to safely protect user systems from security threats.
Hangul security patches can be acquired and updated on Hancom
websites. By clicking the [Auto-update Hancom], the necessary
security patches can also be installed.
V3 detects this malware in the following forms.
HWP/Exploit (2012.11.02.02)

Get a free McDonald's gift card!
A malicious Facebook app that steals social network account
information has been discovered recently. The new infectious app,
pretending to promote free $100 McDonald's gift cards, lures
users into clicking the link to steal user information. The infectious
app also posts the following message on the friends' walls to
propagate itself quicker and more widely.

Trojan/Win32.Agent (2012.11.02.02)
Dropper/Win32.Agent (2012.11.02.02)

Malware disguised as an Excel file related to 18th
Korea president election
As the malicious Excel file disguised as a document related to
the 18th Korea president election is circulated to lure users,
extra caution is required. This malware looks like other Excel

[Figure 1-30] Infectious app promoting a free $100 McDonald's gift card

Clicking the post in [Figure 1-30] will redirect users to the
Facebook app installation screen. After installing the app, an online
survey screen displays with “The gift card will be sent to you when
you complete the online survey.” message. The survey requires
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users to enter names, addresses, telephone numbers, and other
personal information. It also lures users into installing Adware
type tools, Bana games, and other software. Worst of all, the free
gift card will not be sent out, even if users complete the survey!
The collected user names, telephone numbers, and other personal
information will be transferred to the malicious attackers. They
create other infectious apps based on the collected information or

[Figure 1-32] Security Shield warning alert

If you click the “Remove all threats now” button, you will be asked
to pay some money to activate the user license.

they sell the information to other marketers for financial gain.
Most online promotions like free coupons or gift cards require
personal information. It might be wise not to participate in any
fraudulent promotions since these promotions usually disclose
personal information.

Security Shield – Rogue antivirus program

[Figure 1-33] User information window for license activation and
credit card payment

Rogue antivirus programs are generally propagated via various
channels like e-mail attachments or Black Hat search engine SEO
methods.
The recently discovered rogue ‘Security Shield’ antivirus program
displays a message, displaying a fake malware infection alert and
asking users to pay a license fee for threat removal. The rogue
antivirus also limits Internet usage, system utilities, and application
execution.
Installing the rogue Security Shield antivirus program creates a
file with a random alphanumeric name in the below path. The fake

[Figure 1-34] Credit card information window

The entered user and credit card information is transferred to the
following specific IP addresses.

search results are displayed like in [Figure 1-40] with a warning

- 78.***.***.165 (CY)

message such as: system damage, permanent data loss, system

- 78.***.***.242 (GI)

booting failure, system down, internet connection failure, malicious
code distribution via network.
- %USERPROFILE%\Local Settings\Application Data\uqsxz.exe

As the rogue antivirus program regularly executes a fake Windows
security center to display warning alerts about “No installed
antivirus program”, it tricks users into paying money to update the
program and activate user licenses.

[Figure 1-35] Fake Window security center and update window

When you run Windows Task Manager or system utilities, it
[Figure 1-31] Rogue Security Shield Antivirus Screen

displays a malicious code infection warning alert and restricts
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internet access or execution of other applications.
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uses this type of auto-run method to avoid detection through the
Window system configuration utility or AutoRuns utility.
V3 can detect this rogue antivirus program below.
V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

[Figure 1-36] Task Manager – Malicious code warning alert

Win-Trojan/Fakeav.303104.AS (2012.11.15.00)

Ransomware claimed to be distributed by
“Anonymous” Hacker Group
Ransomware, created mostly in Russia and East Europe, is
malware which restricts access to documents or computer
systems it infects, spamming the user with prompts that demand
a ransom paid for the restriction to be removed.
ASEC has discovered ransomware directly created by malicious
code authors. Recently, new ransomware created by ransomware

[Figure 1-37] Restricted Internet access screen

generators like other general malicious codes has been

The rogue Security Shield antivirus program restricts the following

reported. This ransomware checks the Windows language in the

application processes.

compromised system to display messages in specific languages
for wider circulation. The ransomware displays its Korean

ccsvchst.exe

miranda32.exe

wscntfy.exe

msseces.exe

qnext.exe

wuauclt.exe

egui.exe

trillian.exe

avcheck.exe

ALMon.exe

pidgin.exe

cleaner.exe

ApVxdWin.exe

ATLJabber.exe

GoogleToolbarUser_32.exe

posted, the newly discovered ransomware displays the Anonymous

avgtray.exe

skype.exe

ytbb.exe

logo and messages, demanding a ransom paid for the restriction

avgnt.exe

aim.exe

BingApp.exe

AvastSvc.exe

amsn.exe

aoltbServer.exe

mcagent.exe

googletalk.exe

AmazonToolbarSSB.2.1.dll

avp.exe

YahooMessenger.exe

flashUtil10t_activeX.exe

icq.exe

msnmsgr.exe

qip.exe

iexplore.exe

messages in Korean Windows environments.
On November 2, it is reported that ransomware has been
circulated, claiming to be from the Anonymous Hacker Group.
According to the following image that Swiss security blog Abuse.ch

to be removed.

[Table 1-4] Restricted processes

When you shutdown your system, the rogue program adds the
following registry value to the Startup system to automatically run
at system restart.
-HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\		
CurrentVersion\RunOnce\uqsxz“%USERPROFILE%\Local

[Figure 1-38] Ransomware disguised as Anonymous Hacker Group

Settings\Application Data\uqsxz.exe”
The file registered in the RunOnce registry key is executed just
once at system restart. It is assumed that the rogue program

When the ransomware is run in the system, it connects to Google
to verify the location of the compromised system. It then connects
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to the following IP system located in Russia to download a picture.

The fraudulent e-mail displays messages saying a new e-mail

php file which contains messages for users.

account is added to your PayPal account and the PayPal account

- “http://62.76.XX.83/picture.php”
At the time of ASEC analysis, the fake Anonymous message was

will be temporarily suspended unless you authorize this change.
This ransomware shows typical attributes of hoax e-mails that
push users to follow message instructions.

not displayed due to connection failure. The system restriction
function, however, worked normally. This ransomware creates
the following key in the registry to function properly after the
compromised system is rebooted.
- HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Runsv??t
= "%SystemDrive%\[File existence location]\[File name at the
time of malware distribution]
The following registry key and the sub keys are erased to prevent
the infected system from being rebooted in safe modes.

[Figure 1-40] Attached file for entering user personal information

As shown in [Figure 1-41], clicking the Save Profile button upon
- HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Control\SafeBoot
It is not verified that this newly discovered ransomware is designed
by the Anonymous Hacker Group. As various ransomware variants
have been reported, it is important to update system security

the completion of entering all required information will transfer all
entered information. You should exercise caution as the malware
requests you to enter credit card numbers, expiration dates, CVS,
and other critical information.

patches and antivirus program to the latest versions.
Ransomware claimed to be from Hackers Group can be detected
below by V3.
V3 detects this malware in the following forms.
Trojan/Win32.PornoAsset

Phishing e-mail circulation – PayPal Payment
Information Modification Notification

[Figure 1-41] Trick users to send their credit card information

Users should pay extra caution as a phishing e-mail with PayPal

If you click the Save Profile button, then the normal PayPal page is

payment information update has been circulated to steal user

displayed to make users believe that their profiles are updated. (See

credit card information. The recently discovered phishing e-mail

[Figure 1-42])

was sent out randomly by using the PayPal logo (See [Figure 1-39])
to disguise itself as a legitimate PayPal e-mail.

[Figure 1-42] Normal PayPal web page displayed upon clicking the
Save Profile button

	
  

The transferred packet shows that the user information is
sent without encryption to the following address instead of
PayPal.%TEMP%\682343.exe
[Figure 1-39] Phishing mail disguised as a legitimate PayPal e-mail
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They register themselves in the system registry to automatically
run at system booting.
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[Figure 1-43] Transferred personal information

[Transferred URL and IP]

Malware targeting Korean Android users (Smart
billing statements)

"http://www.d**************.com/rts.php"

There have been reports about a malicious Android app

"http://91.*********96"

specifically targeting on Korean smartphone users. In October

PayPal is mainly used in the U.S., but more Korean users are
starting to use PayPal through smartphones. If e-mails seem to be
coming from unknown senders or contain suspicious attachments,
please always exercise caution before opening the e-mails or
downloading any attachments.
To prevent damages from this kind of phishing e-mails, users need
to exercise following preventive actions.

2012, a malicious application claiming to be from the Korea
Communications Commission was discovered, and other similar
malicious apps that might be created by the same attackers have
been reported.
Instead of paper billing statements, mobile service providers offer
electronic bills and payment apps for users' convenience. Recently,
a malicious app disguised as mobile service billing statement with
the following short URL has been circulated.

1. Don’t open an e-mail from an unknown sender or with a suspicious
subject; delete it. Delete e-mails that might seem untrustworthy after
comparing the subject and sender.
2. Update antivirus programs to the latest version. Use a real-time
protection function.
3. Don’t immediately execute files attached to incoming e-mail. Execute

- "*** Dear customer!
You can check your monthly mobile service usage at the
following link.
http://tinyurl.com/*******

Click"

Let's examine how the app works.

them after scanning with an antivirus program.
4. Do not click suspicious contents or uncertain links.
5. Use an anti-spam filter when you use mail accounts from a portal site.

1.Upon clicking the above URL, the malicious app will be
automatically downloaded and installed. The icon below is

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

displayed. As the icon’s look and feel is similar to the legitimate

HTML/Phish (2012.10.27.00)

smart billing icon, it is difficult to distinguish this malware app
from normal apps from Google Play.

2. The permission information of the malicious app is different from
normal apps.
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Normal app permission
-

Malicious app permission
Your messages
(receive MMS, receive SMS)

Network communication

Network communication

(full Internet access, view WI-FI state)

(full Internet access, view network state)

Storage
(modify/delete USB storage contents,
modify/delete SD card contents)

Phone calls
(read phone state and identity)

change WI-FI state, Kill background
process, automatically start at boot)
Your personal information
(read contact data, write contact data)

In addition to information transferring codes, we found another
code in the Ejifndv class. This code transfers SMS messages
collected with predefined numbers to a specific IP located in Hong
Kong. The related codes are shown in [Figure 1-46].

(modify/delete SD card contents)

(read phone state and identity)
(retrieve running apps,

17

Storage

Phone calls
System tools

MALICIOUS CODE TREND

System tools
(prevent phone from sleeping,
automatically start at boot)

[Figure 1-46] Code transferring SMS messages

-

[Table 1-5] Permission information

3. Upon execution of the app, the error message displayed. If you
click the OK button, then the app will be closed. Users might
assume that this is just a temporary server error and leave the app
in their smartphones.
Let's examine the actual app codes.
The following codes are the beginning parts of the app. Since the
captured image is truncated, the image cannot show the whole
codes clearly, but “a” Boolean variables have a “true” value. The
true meaning of these codes is always false as you can see in the
if(!a) conditional expressions, which executes the message box in
the else block. Before the message box pops up, the previous code
is executed to broadcast Ejifndv class and sends SMS messages
collected with predefined numbers to the specific server.

[Figure 1-47] Predefined numbers

By considering the fact that a malicious app disguised as a Korea
Communications Commission app and a fake smartphone billing
app have been discovered, malicious code attackers design and
distribute malicious codes that specifically target Korean users.
This app tricks users to install the app via SMS. Users should pay
extra caution when installing apps, even from legitimate markets
like Google Play. It is wise not to install apps from suspicious
channels and regularly check your smartphone with V3 mobile
products.

[Figure 1-44] Beginning parts of App codes (onCreate)

When we analyze the class codes, the IP address information is
revealed below.

V3 Mobile detects this malware as follows.
Android-Trojan/Chest

Malware targeting Korean Android users – Google
Play Store
There have been reports about a malicious Android app specifically
targeting on Korean smartphone users.
[Figure 1-45] User information transferring codes
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The malicious app disguised as a “Google Play Store” has been
propagated via SMS as shown below.
- Newly launched Google Korea Service App – Internet 		
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This malicious app does not reveal the server address directly.
By analyzing the class codes, we could verify certain codes that
work as server addresses to transfer the collected information.

Improvement Update
"http://goo.gl/*****"
The shortened URL directs users to the following link.
- "http://gch********g2.kr*******ers.com/app.apk"
Let's examine how the app works.
[Figure 1-51] Server Address Code

The malware is designed to send the collected information to the
following address.
- Name: "gz*****************zslk.com"
Address: "110.**.***.18"
ASEC expects the number of this type of malware to increase as
malicious code creators distribute malware more widely to Korea
[Figure 1-48] Malicious app icon (Left) and legitimate app icon (Right)

users via SMS.

ASEC has installed the malicious app which is assumed to be

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

designed in China. It is not easy to distinguish the fake icon from

Android-Trojan/Chest

the legitimate “Play Store” icon.
The permission information is shown below.

Malicious mobile app masqueraded as a browser
There have been reports about another malicious app that sends
out SMS messages without consent from users. This malicious
app masqueraded as widely-used browsers to send paid SMS

[Figure 1-49] Manifest permission information

Upon the execution of the malicious app, the normal Play Store

(Short Message Service).
The malicious app uses fake icons. (See [Figure 1-52])

screen is displayed to prevent ordinary users from detecting
malicious code execution.
Malicious app source codes are shown below. The following codes
are some parts of the information collection codes. Receivers'
phone numbers and SMS messages are saved in the str1 variable.
[Figure 1-52] Malicious code icons

Each of them uses either the Chrome icon or Opera Mini icon, so it
is difficult to determine whether its icon looks normal or malicious.
Its permission requires excessive privileges as shown in [Figure
1-53].
[Figure 1-50] SMS Message Collection Codes
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[Figure 1-53] Malicious Chrome app (Left), malicious Opera app
(Right) permission

Both malicious apps contain SMS related permission or installation
shortcut permission for System tools permission. When the app
is executed, the fake icon is registered in the desktop to send paid
SMS. It is assumed that the app registers itself in the desktop to
trick users into clicking its icon.
The de-complied app is shown below. (See [Figure 1-54])

[Figure 1-54] Malicious Chrome App sending paid SMS

[Figure 1-55] Malicious Opera App sending paid SMS

As the number of mobile malware disguised as mobile anti-virus
programs, games, or browsers is on the rise, extra caution is
advised.
V3 Mobile detects this malware as follows.
Trojan/Opfake
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Special Feature: Malicious Code Analysis

7 Malware issues of the year 2012

reports about direct attacks to security software by using rootkit.

2012 became a chapter of our history as the New Year has dawned.

codes have evolved to include even bootkit functions. These

In 2012, there have been various reports about big and small

malicious codes that are developed in Korea with the purpose

security threats and related damages.

of stealing online game user information are rapidly evolving by

Among the various security threats found in 2012, several

In the second half of 2012, some online game hacking malicious

introducing more advanced technologies.

new malicious codes that have been previously unknown were

What makes online game hacking malware particularly interesting

discovered. The security incidents caused by these malicious codes

is that a fierce war is being waged between hackers and security

vary from large APT attacks that exposed the internal information

providers over detection time. The hackers distribute self-created

business and government organizations to small general attacks

online game hacking malware on Friday night to avoid detection

that snatched online game user information or online banking

by security software during weekends. As the distribution time

personal financial information.

changes, security software employees should spend their

Based on the security threats and incident statistics, ASEC selected
the Top 7 malicious codes distributed in 2012 which caused major
damage with mass distribution and demonstrated the evolution of
technology.

weekends to defend against these online game threats. To prevent
further damage, security software focuses on distribution time
adjusted by newly created malicious codes.
Another interesting aspect of online game hacking malware
changes is that online game hacking malware reported in

1. Online game hacking malware evolution –
Introducing advance technologies like bootkit and
rootkit and adjusting distribution time to avoid
detection

2012 was created to steal a wide range of general game user
information, unlike past online game hacking malware that was
created to steal specific online game users.

In the last several years, the purpose of malware creation has
changed from boasting personal capacity to obtaining financial
gain, and the most distributed malicious code in those years is
online game hacking malware. This trend remains the same in
2012.

2. Korea online banking threats – Banki with
elaborated technologies
Online banking malicious codes can be categorized into foreign
Banker and Korean Banki. Bankers detected in foreign countries

The big change that should be noted is that malware is evolving for

are developed by malware creation toolkit like Zeus and SpyEye.

mass production along with further advancement of technology.

This malware attempts to steal internet banking user information

Compared to 2011, more advanced rootkit technologies are

as well as user information from shopping malls, airline mileage,

included in online game hacking malware to steal online game

and electronic billing sties. By using web injection methods, it can

user information or cyber money and items. There have been

create a fake web page based on the legitimate log-in web page to
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steal user information. The Banki discovered in Korea is assumed
to be developed in China.
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related to copyright, when the box size is lower than 0x0D.
The MIDI file that exploits the Windows Media Player vulnerability

The Banki that caused Korea online banking threats this year is

and CVE-2012-0003 vulnerability has been discovered. This

more sophisticated and elaborated. Most of all, the distribution

CVE-2012-0003 vulnerability is exposed when a Note message

method has significantly changed. In the past, the malware

(presenting high/low pitch) is processed or the expressible value is

was sent out through e-mail to random people, but in 2012, the

set higher than the maximum limit of 127.

malware exploits vulnerabilities of general applications (JAVA, IE,
Flash Player and Windows Media Player) or files used content to
attract people to download them from web hard sites for execution.
By exploiting general application vulnerabilities, the malware can
attack and infect a large number of random users.

The JAVA file exploits vulnerabilities of Java Virtual Machine
environments. In 2012, there have been reports about malware
exploiting CVE-2011-3544 and CVE-2012-0507 vulnerabilities. The
CVE-2011-3544 vulnerability uses the "toString" function in JAVA
Script codes to bypass Security Managers. It causes online game

To avoid security software detection, it uses various methods

hacking malicious codes to be stealthily downloaded and executed

like different compression methods. This malware also uses an

without displaying a security alert window. The CVE-2012-0507

interesting method to steal digital certificates. First, it modifies the

vulnerability is exposed by the "AtomicReferenceArray" class. The

hosts file to direct users to the fake website when users access the

AtomicReferenceArray class de-serializes code arrangement,

legitimate bank web site from compromised PCs. In the past, the

which is caused when the Security Manager is left unchecked. De-

malware compressed and transferred the entire folder containing

serialized malicious codes are executed outside of the sandbox by

digital certificates and passwords. However, the malware

classes predefined in doWork. The classes that download and run

discovered in 2012 shows a fake certificate log-in window to steal

online game hacking malware work via doWork. This vulnerable

digital certificates and passwords.

Java file has been discovered in the two formats mentioned, above

The most recently discovered Banki allows attackers to reissue

but various other vulnerabilities are also exploited.

digital certificates, which leads to serious damage. The propagation
processes of this malware are similar to the past ones, but it lures
users to enter all the necessary personal information for digital
certificate reissuance on the fake bank sites displayed via the

4. APT attacks using intelligent methods to avoid
detection

modified hosts file. Victims hardly recognize the digital certificate

The APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) attacks that have been

reissuance since their mobile phone numbers can be changed.

brought into the limelight in 2011 have been continuously reported

Serious damages might occur when similar malware variants are

in 2012. The main ATP attack methods reported in 2012 have

propagated in the future.

spread malicious codes by exploiting vulnerable files and hacking
the general software update server.

3. MP4, MIDI, and JAVA vulnerabilities helping
malware propagation
In 2012, various vulnerabilities were exploited to distribute online
game hacking malware. MP4, MIDI, and JAVA vulnerabilities are
the most frequently exploited vulnerabilities. Since October, there
have been no reports on MP4 and MIDI file vulnerabilities, but JAVA
file vulnerabilities are continuously reported.
The MP4 file exploits the CVE-2011-2140 and CVE-2012-0754
vulnerabilities of Adobe Flash Player. The CVE-2011-2140
vulnerability is exposed by "avcC" box, which is related to video
codecs, while SPS (Sequence Parameter Set) data is processed.
The CVE-2012-0754 vulnerability is exposed by "cprt" box, which is

Upon the increase of APT attacks, more companies or
organizations are preparing countermeasures and implementing
security solutions since attackers are using more sophisticated
attack methods.
General vulnerability detecting programs determine the existence
of vulnerabilities and malicious codes when users open files.
The newly discovered attack method is designed to only exploit
vulnerability when users do certain actions, even if document files
contain vulnerabilities.
APT attackers use various sophisticated techniques to infect
target PCs and remain undiscovered by PC users or analysis
systems. The adopted techniques are: First, the malicious code
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that fabricated a digital signature disguises itself as a trusted file

was commonly reported in 2012 was to steal online game user

distributed by a legitimate organization. Second, executable files

information. It is also used to paralyze security software.

required to run normal programs developed by trusted companies
are modified into malicious codes. By modifying normal program
executable files into malicious codes, the malware can be
automatically executed when the normal programs are executed.
APT attackers often take advantage of the fact that it is difficult
for ordinary users to determine malware infection when normal
programs or digital signature programs of trusted companies or
organizations are exploited.

The Windows system file patching methods reported in 2012 can
be classified into 3 categories.
The first method is a pirate method that inserts malicious codes
into certain parts of Window system file or changes address value
to control execution. It inserts the Shellcode at the end of certain
file sections to load other malicious DLL files, and modifies internal
Export function address to other areas within the file to execute
normal files and malicious codes simultaneously. This infection
method mainly targets imm32.dll, dsound.dll, and olepro32.dll.

5. AVKill inserted into Windows Kernel to paralyze
security software
The malicious codes identified in 2012 leverage various techniques
to protect themselves from detection and paralyze security
software. Security software instability methods are basically
included in the online game hacking malware reported in 2012.

The second method is a replaceable method that backs up
Windows system files into certain file names, and then modifies
malicious file names to Windows file system names. The malware
can bypass Windows File Protection to temporarily make systems
unstable. For 2012, ws2help.dll and wshtcpip.dll are mostly
replaced through this method. Replaceable malware constantly
changes source file names to back up, so it is difficult to detect with

The security program instability methods can be categorized into

security software. Its structure ensures that the original functions

Windows OS user level and Kernel Level.

are properly executed by internally redirecting the Export function

Normal system file patches are a good example of the Windows

to use normal backup files.

OS user level method. The major system files for Windows are

The third method is an auto-run method that registers malicious

protected by the Windows WFP (Windows File Protection) function,

files in the Windows system registry AppInit_DLL to automatically

and security software uses these system files for various activities.

load malicious files when processes are created, or creates

Hackers also create malware to modify and patch major system

malicious codes with Windows system file names in the same path

files to bypass the WFP function, paralyze security software, and

as online game processes to be loaded before normal files. This

conduct malicious actions. This malware completely terminates

method is mainly used to create online game related malicious

the process if the process is security software.

codes with the usp10.dll file names in all Windows system folders.

The frequently distributed malicious codes in 2012 work at the

In 2012, Windows system file patching malware variants were

kernel level. Security software performs integrity check for major

continuously distributed and reported. The attackers distribute

system files to prevent file replacement or modification at the user

malware on Friday night or during weekends to avoid security

level. The malicious code creators introduce kernel function calling

software detection. The malware discovered in November 2012

methods, security software filter driver deletion, and new function

uses the advanced UCL compression algorithm to back up a

calling methods from the Window kernel area to paralyze security

midimap.dll file inside of the file.

software against security software protection methods.

7. Game-changing script obfuscation technique
6. Patched malware residing along with Windows
system files

What is particularly interesting about script malware discovered

Windows system file patching is a method that malware uses to

to avoid security software detection. It uses complicated and

modify or replace some Windows system files. Generally, this is

advanced key methods instead of simple key encryption methods.

called as Patched malware. The purpose of patched malware that

Encryption processes are designed very sophisticatedly to bypass

in 2012 is that it adopts a highly advanced obfuscation technique
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security software scans.
Obfuscated scripts created by strengthened Web Exploit Toolkit
introduce server-side polymorphism that changes script contents
whenever it connects to a specific server to distribute malicious
codes. This implements a flexible environment where hackers can
distribute malicious codes more easily.
The Gongda Pack, one of the obfuscation tools developed in China,
initially used simple obfuscated scripts, but it has evolved to use
a highly sophisticated encryption method that requires a whole
decoding routine key to de-code obfuscated data. The majority of
the obfuscated scripts discovered in 2012 are Gongda Pack, which
contains version information (‘/*Encrypt By xxx.yyy.com's JSXX 0.41
VIP*/’) in scripts.
Obfuscated scripts created by Blackhole Web Exploit Toolkit
which circulated as fraudulent LinkedIn (social network) invitation
e-mails can exploit the vulnerabilities of Adobe Flash Player,
Windows Media Player, and Java Applets to infect user systems for
financial gains.
It is designed to infect not only existing Window systems, but
also Mac and Linux systems. When the Zero-Day vulnerability is
detected, the related exploit codes can be rapidly included in the
Web Exploit Toolkit to exploit the vulnerability.
Some malicious codes which are not included in the Top 7
malicious code for 2012 have shown very distinctive characteristics.
First, bootkits designed with advanced technologies such as
Zeroaccess or Smiscer have been propagated. To avoid detection,
bootkits create their copies in hard disk space that the existing
security software does not scan.
Second, the number of traditional file infection virus reports is
reduced. As hackers create malicious codes for financial gain
instead of showing off their capability, simple virus codes cannot
work properly to steal information and make money.
Third, there have been reports about Crisis that inserts its copy in
virtual VMWare file space. It is commonly believed that the virtual
space between host PCs and guest PCs is safe from malicious
code infection. Crisis, however, showed the malicious codes can
infiltrate guest PCs when the host PCs are infected.
So far, we have reviewed the Top 7 malicious codes that cause
major damage and demonstrate the evolution of technology in
2012. We also reviewed the special malicious codes that are not
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included in the Top 7, but have special interesting characteristics.
Security software has implemented highly advanced malware
detection methods against the evolution of malware technology,
sophisticated malware distribution methods, intelligent protection
method, and other factors, but this is only part of the solution to
minimize damage and protect systems.
To prevent further damage, both company security experts and
general users need to carefully review security advisory from
security providers. As new malware variants are developed and
discovered every year, it is important to read security providers'
security information.
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Microsoft Security Updates – November 2012

12 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11

Microsoft issued a total of 6 security updates this month (4

5
4
3
2
1
0

critical, 1 important and 1 moderate). These security updates
contain a Windows shell vulnerability, Window Kernel mode driver
vulnerability, and .NET Framework vulnerability. Users need to pay
extra caution to critical vulnerabilities since the vulnerabilities in
Internet Explorer 9 can allow remote code execution.

5
4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0

Critical
MS13-028 Internet Explorer cumulative security update
MS13-029 RDP Vulnerability in client could allow remote code
execution

5
4
3
2
1
0

MS12-074 Vulnerabilities in .NET Framework could allow remote code
execution
MS12-075 Vulnerabilities in Windows Kernel mode driver could allow
remote code execution

Important

5
4
3
2
1
0

MS13-028 Internet Explorer cumulative security update

Moderate
MS12-073 Vulnerabilities in Microsoft IIS (Internet Information
Service) could allow information disclosure
[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for November 2012

[Figure 2-1] MS Security Updates
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Internet Explorer Vulnerabilities (MS12-071)

Chrome browser DLL. According to Gobejishvili, attackers can
execute the desired remote codes by exploiting this vulnerability

In November 2012, Microsoft announced cumulative security

regardless of platform.

updates for Internet Explorer. Microsoft released 3 vulnerabilities for
Internet Explorer as shown in the table below. These vulnerabilities

Gobejishvili was expecting to announce this vulnerability at the

can only be exploited for Internet Explorer version 9. The affected

MalCon International Malware Conference in New Delhi, India on

operating systems are Vista Service Pack 2 (SP2), Windows 7,

November 24, 2012. He cancelled his announcement, however,

Windows 2008 R2.

because this vulnerability is too critical to be revealed. Since this

Bulletin
Number

Vulnerability
Use-After-Free
CFormElement
(CVE-2012-1538) vulnerability

MS12-071

Use-After-Free CTreePos
(CVE-2012-1539) vulnerability

Use-After-Free CTreeNode
(CVE-2012-4775) vulnerability

Affected Operating Systems

Windows Vista SP2 (x86/x64)
Windows 7 (x86/x64)
Windows 7 SP1 (x86/x64)
Windows Server 2008 (x86/x64)
Windows Server 2008 R2 (x64)
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1
(x64)

[Table 2-2] MS12-071 Vulnerabilities and affected Operating system

vulnerability can cause serious damage to Google, he decided not to
disclose the detailed information.
According to Rajshekhar Murthy, a MalCon conference
commissioner, Gobejishvili could not go through the departure
process to New Delhi due to a conscription order. Gobejishvili could
not announce the Chrome vulnerability.
One Google engineer said what Gobejishvili insisted is unlikely true
as he had not provided the vulnerability details by giving up the
Google prize ($60,000) and cancelling the announcement. Users
want to know whether this is true and whether there will be a future

Reported vulnerabilities are Use-After-Free vulnerabilities. The

announcement.

Use-After-Free vulnerability is a bug that allows the same memory
to be accessed or referred after statically or dynamically disabling
allocated memory. Attackers can use this bug to execute remote

Cool Exploit Kit

code. Since these vulnerabilities allow remote code execution when
users view a specially designed web page, users should apply

As the Cool Exploit Kit, a newly released Exploit Toolkit, is widely

security updates to compensate for these vulnerabilities.

used for web vulnerability attacks, many related materials are
publicly posted. According to the AVG web threat statistics for last
month (November 30. 2012), the Cool Exploit Kit is the most active

Georgia security researcher suddenly canceled
Google Chrome Zero-day announcement. Why?
Last July, Ucha Gobejishvili, a Georgia security researcher
announced that a critical vulnerability has been discovered for

web threat detected on the web (accounting for 24.39 % of total
detections).
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[Figure 2-2] AVG web threat ranking
(Source: avgthreatlabs, By: November 30, 2012)

If you retrieve Cool Exploit Kit in MDL (MalwareDomainList), a
malicious domain collection and search site, then you can verify that
several malicious domains exist.
BlackHole Exploit is an automatic attack package similar to
Web Exploit Toolkit, and is created in Russia. BlackHole related
documents are widely available. Recently, materials and analysis
results are offered for the newly discovered Cool Exploit Kit. Users
are advised to update their IE, Java, Flash, PDF, and other software
to the latest versions to prevent web vulnerability attacks.

[Figure 2-3] MDL Cool Exploit Kit
(Source: MDL (MalwareDomainList), By: 2012.11.30)
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Web Security Statistics

Website Security Summary

Reported malicious codes

This month, SiteGuard (AhnLab’s web browser security service)

14,862

blocked 4,915 websites that distributed malicious codes. 240 types
of malicious code, 134 domains with malicious code, and 460 URLs
with malicious code were found. The overall numbers decreased
slightly from the previous month.

4,915

Reported types of
malicious code

Domains with
malicious code

URLs with
malicious code

282
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134
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[Table 3-1] Website Security Report in November 2012

Monthly Reported
Malicious Codes

14,862
9,331

As of November 2012, the
number of blocked malicious

59.3%
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33.3%
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14,862 blocked in the previous
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[Figure 3-1] Monthly Reported Malicious Codes
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Monthly Reported
Malicious Code Type
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[Figure 3-2] Monthly Reported Malicious Code Type
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[Figure 3-3] Monthly Reported Domains with Malicious Code

Monthly Change in
URLs with Malicious
Code
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[Figure 3-4] Monthly Change in URLs with Malicious Code
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Type

Top Distributed Types
of Malicious Code
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WEB SECURITY TREND

Reports

TROJAN

Percentage

2,610

53.1 %

APPCARE

427

8.7 %

DROPPER

306

6.2 %

ADWARE

154

3.1 %

2,610 (53.1%) cases reported,

DOWNLOADER

122

2.5 %

followed by appcare with 427

Win32/VIRUT

Trojan was the top distributed
type of malicious code with

(8.7%) cases reported.

36

0.7 %

JOKE

7

0.1 %

SPYWARE

2

0.1 %

ETC

1,251

25.5 %

TOTAL

4,915

100 %

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code
TROJAN
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[Figure 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Top 10 Distributed
Malicious Codes

Ranking

Malicious Code

Reports

Percentage

1,047

34.3 %

1

NEW

Win-Trojan/Installiq.1635520

2

NEW

Win-AppCare/WinKeyfinder.973512

423

13.9 %

Installiq.1635520 was the most

3

▲3

ALS/Qfas

285

9.3 %

distributed malicious code

4

NEW

Win32/Parite

247

8.1 %

with 1,047 cases reported. 4

5

NEW

Trojan/Win32.Magania

236

7.7 %

6

2

Dropper/Win32.Mudrop

221

7.2 %

emerged in the Top 10 list this

7

—

ALS/Bursted

203

6.7 %

month.

8

7

Trojan/Win32.ADH

151

4.9 %

9

1

Trojan/Win32.Agent

131

4.3 %

10

—

Win-Trojan/Agent.158168

108

3.6 %

3,052

100 %

Among the Top 10 malicious
codes distributed, Win-Trojan/

new malicious codes including
Win-Trojan/Installiq.1635520

TOTAL
[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes
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WEB SECURITY TREND
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Web Security Trend

Web Security Issues

November 2012 Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

Trojan/Win32.Rootkit was the most distributed malicious code,
which was distributed via 25 Korean websites such as media and
press agency websites, shopping mall, Webhard, and other sites.

CVE-2012-5076 Vulnerability Exploitation
From mid-November, the Java CVE-2012-5076 vulnerability is added
to the vulnerability list for malicious codes distributed through
websites. When the obfuscated index.html file distributed via
compromised sites is de-coded, it downloads malicious codes by

[Figure 3-6] 2012 Monthly Malicious Code Intrusion of Website

exploiting the CVE-2012-5076 vulnerability.

[Figure 3-6] shows the monthly statistics of malicious code
intrusion of websites. The number increased dramatically in
November compared to the previous month.

Top 10 malicious codes distributed via websites
[Figure 3-7] CVE-2012-5076 vulnerability

Ranking Threat
1

URL

Trojan/Win32.Rootkit

25

Ever-evolving pharming methods

2

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.90112.GJ

18

3

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.14336.AE

18

4

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.72192.BI

18

5

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.90112.GJ

15

6

Trojan/Win32.Gampass

13

Recently, some Korean websites were hacked to spread malicious

7

Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack

13

codes. The distribution processes are shown in [Figure 3-8].

8

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.75264.BA

12

9

Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack

11

10

Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack

11

Combining Trojan horse for Pharming with “compromised
websites + application vulnerability” has become standards for
malware creation.

[Table 3-4] Top 10 malicious codes distributed via websites

[Table 3-4] shows the top 10 malicious codes distributed via
websites this month. Compared to the last month, the number of
infected websites significantly dropped.

[Figure 3-8] Pharming malware distribution flow
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Step 2-4 ([Figure 3-8]) can be summarized below.

WEB SECURITY TREND

31

Pop-up windows are displayed when the system is connected to
the phishing sites. It is difficult to tell whether the entire content

Step 2 – Multiple malicious script link structure

is fraudulent. At the bottom of all pop-up windows, the following

The malicious script that acquires PC application version

messages are displayed.

information connected to compromised sites is linked to 2 sites in
Korea and 1 site in the U.S.
Step 3 – CVE-2012-5076 vulnerability exploitation

When you connect to the phishing site, a fake security pop-up
window is displayed to steal user account information as shown in
[Figure 3-13].

The de-obfuscated index.html file shows that the malware exploits
the Java CVE-2012-5076 vulnerability to download malicious

[Figure 3-11] User account information transferred to the phishing site

codes.

[Figure 3-9] CVE-2012-5076 vulnerability

Step 4 – Malicious code download
In step 3, after comparing vulnerabilities, the malware downloads
and executes the matching malicious codes. The kb.exe is a
downloader which downloads other malicious codes (Pharming).
[Download URL]
- http://174.***.61.***:6080/1.exe
- http://174. ***.61.***:6080/2.exe
When the system is infected with pharming malware, the hosts file
is modified as shown in the image below to connect to the phishing
sites.

[Figure 3-10] Hosts file modified by malicious codes

[Figure 3-12] Some user account information transferred to the
phishing site

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.
Trojan/Win32.Sasfis (2012.11.19.03)
Win-Trojan/Downloader.49664.BN (2012.11.21.00)
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